Donation Agreement
Date:
between
Hewlett-Packard (company name, address, VAT number)
(hereafter „HP“)
and
___________________________________________________________________
(company name, address, VAT number)
(hereafter „Beneficiary“)

1.

Object of Donation

HP gives to the Beneficiary as a donation the Products and Goods described as follows:
__________________________________________________________________
(describe goods or reference the adequate annex)

__________________________________________________________________

The Beneficiary hereby accepts the donation by signing the agreement and commits to no lease,
resale or onward transfer. Transfer of title of Products and Goods occurs at delivery.

2.

Purpose

The Donation has the following purpose:
Beneficiary will use the donation…… (describe purpose and-or reference the adequate annex ).
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Delivery and Installation

The performance of the donation occurs at delivery of the Product and Goods by HP to the
Beneficiary.

4.

Software License

Standard Terms of SW Licensing do apply as documented in the HP product documentation. No
specific right in the Product is deemed to be granted under the Agreement. HP’s intellectual rights do
remain unaffected by the donation.

5.

Liability
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In no event shall either Party have liability for any loss of use, profit or revenue by the other Party or
for any consequential, indirect, special, punitive or exemplary damages suffered by the other Party
arising from or related to this Agreement.

6.

Performance

No specific performance obligation is deemed by and under this Agreement. Standard commercial
documentation does apply.

7.

Export/Reexport

The Beneficiary acknowledges that the delivery of the Products and Goods are subject to United
States Export Regulations and corresponding EU rules. The Beneficiary agrees that no further export
may occur without him being obliged to ensure and to materially check the applicability of the
adequate provisions of the said US export regulations and other rules applicable on the matter as set
by competent EU authorities.
8.

Various

8.1

This Agreement shall be governed by Swiss Law. The Courts of Geneva shall have
exclusive jurisdiction.
8.2 Non-conflicting terms of the HP general terms of sale of the HP subsidiary where the goods are
delivered apply.

Full Name

Title

Signature

Organization

Date of acceptance
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